To whom it may concern,

I would kindly like to inform you about the ongoing white genocide in the Republic of South-Africa.

Since 1994, the end of the so-called Apartheid, whites people, especially white farmers, have been subject to extremely brutal and racist murders.

About 50 people on average are murdered in South-Africa per day, of which at least 20 of them are whites (95+ % black on white murder rate). Please take into consideration that white people make up only 9% (4 500 000) of the demographics in South-Africa and therefore the white murder rate in South-Africa is quite significant.

The government is obviously turning a blind eye on these statistics as no action plan has yet been establishes to reduce the white murder numbers. In fact, some political leaders encourages black South-Africans to go out and kill whites. (President of South Africa, Jacob Zuma, sings a song about killing whites. - [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHLTKZ05zM4](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHLTKZ05zM4), [http://www.south-africa-the-real-issues.org/Home/SouthAfricaZumasingsofmurderingwhites.aspx#.UmrINcVhwU4](http://www.south-africa-the-real-issues.org/Home/SouthAfricaZumasingsofmurderingwhites.aspx#.UmrINcVhwU4)

The uneducated are easily brainwashed and regard hate speech statements as an order. This is an explanation for the current genocide.

Since 1994, more than 70000 (and counting) white South Africans have been murdered of which more than 4000 were commercial farmers. Exact figures are very hard to come by as the South African police fail to report most of the murders that take place. These numbers are thus conservatively estimated.
As the white population of South Africa was 4 434 697 according to the official state census in 1996, and more than 400 000 white South Africans have left the country, it could be estimated that nearly 2% of white South Africans have been murdered in the 18 years of democracy.

Compare that to the 7518 black people that were murdered by the Apartheid government, which comes to a percentage of 0.02% of the black population. (And no, you can't compare people killed by the security forces with people killed by civilians, but I'm sure that if you look up white on black civilian murders during Apartheid, it would still be very low indeed.)

There were roughly 128 000 commercial farmers in South Africa in 1980. Today there are 40 000 commercial farmers left in South Africa.

Since 1994, more than 4000 farmers have been murdered and many more maimed, tortured, raped and assaulted. It was established that more white farmers die per year is South-Africa than soldiers in Vietnam.

The percentages are pretty alarming. Even though it's an inaccurate way of expressing murder rates, one could argue that almost 10% of white farmers in South Africa have been murdered.

The official data is that the murder rate of white South African Farmers (boers) is the highest in the world by profession. It is currently 310/100 000. In London, England, the probability of being murdered is 3/100 000.

The main ingredient of genocide - HATE SPEECH:

Genocide has to come from somewhere. People won't just go out and start killing people because they feel disadvantaged or because of a wage dispute. They need to be called to action.

The world is turning a blind eye to the hate that drips from the ANC's lips. The ex-ANC Youth League President, Julius Malema, defied a court ruling that banned the ANC from singing "Kill the Boer" just hours after he left court. The courts are run by "racist whites" according to the ANC Youth League and they don't have any respect for any ruling unless it is in their favor.

Ronald Lamola, the current president of the ANCYL, is trying his best to outshine his predecessor by stepping up the hate speech against Afrikaners.

On 18 June 2012, Lamola told ANCYL members that "Land reform needs an act as forceful as war" and that it was an illusion that land would be given back to black South Africans "peacefully".

Afriforum has laid charges of hate-speech against Lamola earlier this month for other racially motivated slurs. Lamola is also calling for Nationalization of banks and mines. A few hours after Lamola called for war, a 77-year old farmer is murdered in Limpopo.


Whole white families are murdered on a daily basis, without anything being stolen out of the houses. Even white kids who were recently born in post-Apartheid South-Africa, fall victim to the genocide. Another example is a 12 year old boy who was drowned in boiling water by 3 black men.

Elderly white people are also often raped and brutally murdered. 


The South-African media makes a great attempt of covering up on white genocide, and it is mostly foreign news papers who post articles on white murders.

What makes matters even worse, is that many black take great pride in killing whites. Some of them would openly admit their racist intentions on national television, while others make banners with hate speech written all over it.

Some even write Facebook posts filled with hatred and racism.

**Lezley Chiggs**

we dont give a shit about what you think or feel , SA is NOT you country and will never be your country , you will never be considered as being african !! We are going to kill all of your pigs as soon as Mandela dies , you better believe it . Back fromtucker ! we already started killing you off one by one and the rest of the world dont give a fuck about you pigs , hahahahah you better sleep with one eye open because your time is running out ,tik...tik...tik... Even the SA president whats all of you pigs dead  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBajolk@5TY

**Jerry Anthony** 3 hours ago

we don’t care about what you melanin deficient think! We want you out or dead. Simple as that. GOD? bauuahahahahaha you mean your imaginary friend in the sky? ahahahah You say you’re here to stay to which we answer: YEAH YOU’D PROBABLY BE BURIED HERE :)

*Only 3 out of many examples of online racist posts.*
In the rare cases of prosecution of these murderers, hundredths of blacks would gather around the police station, where the accused are being held, demanding their release. Yes, these murderers are considered as ‘heroes’ by many.

As matters stand now, the South-African government will not contribute to the struggle of white genocide. They are constantly throwing fuel on the high burning fire of political motivated murders, and they wont stop.

Many South-Africans are calling out to the rest of the world, with claims of level six genocide. We need help, urgently.

We urgently await your response

TV Alberts